Q3: Is this an illegal dribble?
- Yes
- Why? His dribble came to an end and he picked it up and dribbled again

Q4: Ignoring the illegal dribble and push in the back, is this basket interference?
- Yes
- Why? Basket was still on the rim when offensive player hit it.

Q5: Considering: 1. Did the defender obtain a legal guarding position? 2. Did the defender do anything wrong. Is this a blocking foul?
- No
- Why? Offensive foul because defender establishes legal guarding position and gets to the spot first as evident in contact in torso.

Q6: There is no doubt there is illegal contact against the shooter on this play. Was the player in the act of shooting when the contact occurred?
- Yes
- Why? Because he had not returned back to the floor after his shot.

Q7: Is this a foul or incidental contact?
- Foul
- Why? White player dislodges rebounder

Q8: Is this a correct 5-second call?
- No
- Why? Defender broke the closely guarded rule and a new count should have been started.

Q9: A double foul was called on this play. Was the throw-in administered correctly?
- Yes
- Why? Can only speak to the college rule which would be POI and no reset on the shot clock.

Q10: Is this a foul or flop?
- Flop
- Why? Flop incidental contact very marginal

Q11: Which of the following is true for the play in this video?
- The whistle was correct.
- Why? Initial contact was not enough.

Q12: Is the high ball screen legal in this video?
- No
- Why? Screener does not stay within his vertical plane and initiates contact with defender